Anaesthesia for cancer patients.
Cancer is beginning to outpace cardiovascular disease as the primary cause of death in the developed world. A majority of cancer patients will require anaesthesia either for primary debulking tumour removal or to treat an adverse consequence of the malignant process or its treatment. Therefore we outline here the pathophysiology of cancer, generalized metastatic disease and systemic chemotherapy and radiotherapy on major organ systems. The anaesthetic considerations for optimum perioperative management of cancer patients are discussed, and the possibility of anaesthetic technique at primary cancer surgery affecting long-term cancer outcome is mentioned. Cancer and its therapy can adversely affect every major organ system with profound implications for perioperative management. Retrospective analysis suggests an association between regional anaesthetic techniques at primary cancer surgery and reduced incidence of metastatic disease. Optimum perioperative patient care requires individual assessment of the impact of cancer and its treatment on the functional reserve of all major organ systems. The potential of anaesthetic technique at cancer surgery to influence long-term cancer outcome merits investigation.